Mobilize Rescue Systems™

EQUIP. EMPOWER. RESPOND.
When medical emergencies occur, the faster care can be provided, the better the outcome. Bystanders are often a victim’s best hope for survival, but they don’t always have the training or equipment they need to help.

You will be prepared for the unexpected with Mobilize Rescue Systems™. The integrated system of medical supplies and an interactive app allows even untrained bystanders to assess and manage trauma and injuries in the critical moments before EMS arrives on scene.

Diagnostic prompts and real-time, interactive instructions provided through the app enable bystanders to manage a wide range of medical issues including severe bleeding, choking, seizures, traumatic injuries, burns, hypothermia, broken bones, and more.

Real-time Instructions at Your Fingertips:

Each Mobilize Rescue System includes access to the Mobilize Rescue app. The app provides real-time, interactive instructions on how to assess, monitor, and manage care and provide treatment using the medical supplies in the kit.

The easy-to-follow diagnostic prompts enable anyone, trained or untrained, to help in an emergency. The Mobilize Rescue app uses interactive prompts, simple written instructions, and visual cues. It also offers additional descriptions of symptoms to help determine what is wrong and describe the steps for appropriate care. This innovative app will give you the confidence to assess, manage, and treat a multitude of medical issues, even if you have no emergency training.

Support Throughout the Rescue:

- Comprehensive set of medical supplies pairs with an intuitive instructional app
- Interactive prompts comprised of mostly yes or no questions
- Detailed, step-by-step guidance on how to assess and treat patients
- Easy-to-follow text and color graphics
- “More info” buttons offer additional help
- Color-coded supplies with alphanumeric labels correspond to the instructions in the app
- Timestamped record of actions taken is available to share with EMS

An Integrated System

Designed for ease of use, the medical supplies in the rescue systems are conveniently labeled and organized to match the instructions in the Mobilize Rescue app. Each item is color-coded and numbered, making it easy to locate the items you need and saving valuable time during an emergency.

The Mobilize unit definitely gave me courage to be able to do what we had to do, in order to help someone that was really in need.

– Chris Culver, Director of Baseball and Softball, Pinnacle Athletic Center

The Mobilize Rescue Systems are recommended by the American Heart Association and are compatible with the American Red Cross and Life Safety Performance Canons.


2 https://www.dhs.gov/stopthebleed

3 https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/001435.htm

TREATMENT CAPABILITIES

With Mobilize Rescue Systems, organizations can efficiently and effectively prepare to manage a wide range of medical emergencies.

+ SEVERE BLEEDING
+ UNCONSCIOUSNESS
+ TROUBLE BREATHING
+ OPiate OVERDOSES
+ HYPOThERMIA
+ SEIZURES
+ CHOKING
+ IMPAIRED OBJECTS
+ AMPUTATIONS
+ ALLERGIC REACTIONS
+ CONFUSION
+ STINGS
+ TRAPPED LIMBS
+ PAIN
+ BURNS
+ FRACTURES & SPRAINS
+ DIABETES RELATED PROBLEMS
+ CHEST PAIN
+ CPR INSTRUCTION
+ AED APPLICATION
Where should emergency rescue systems be located?

Accidents and injuries can happen anywhere at any time. Emergency rescue systems, just like AEDs, should be readily available and easily accessible in all public locations – from large corporate buildings to schools and public parks. Access to medical supplies and real-time treatment instructions empowers untrained rescuers to help victims when it is needed most.
Customized Deployments to Suit Your Unique Needs

Different Mobilize Rescue Systems are available to suit all types of needs. You can mix and match products to ensure key medical supplies are always available in multiple locations.

COMPREHENSIVE AND MOBILE

The Comprehensive and Mobile systems include our most extensive set of medical supplies to help manage life-threatening conditions such as severe bleeding, seizures, and choking as well as more common injuries such as broken bones, allergic reactions, and burns. Featuring a built-in tablet with the integrated Mobilize Rescue app, both systems are designed for the possibility of treating multiple victims.

PUBLIC ACCESS

Designed to help organizations prepare for medical emergencies with one or multiple victims, the Public Access rescue system includes four individual Utility kits that can be used by multiple rescuers at the same time. The Mobilize Rescue app can easily be distributed, enabling anyone to help in an emergency by simply accessing the app on their smartphone.

COMPACT AND UTILITY

The smaller, lightweight Compact and Utility kits can be kept in the office, in work trucks, or taken with you on the go. Each kit includes supplies to manage severe bleeding, airway complications, hypothermia, and more. The supplies in each kit pair with the Mobilize Rescue app (Compact kit includes a multi-user license; Utility kit includes an individual user license). Any user with the Mobilize Rescue app installed on their smartphone can help provide care in an emergency by simply following the interactive, real-time treatment instructions provided.
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